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Abstract—In this paper, we present “K-Means+ID3,” a method to cascade k-Means clustering and the ID3 decision tree learning methods for classifying anomalous and normal activities in a computer network, an active electronic circuit, and a mechanical mass-beam system. The k-Means clustering method first partitions the training instances into k clusters using Euclidean distance similarity. On each cluster, representing a density region of normal or anomaly instances, we build an ID3 decision tree. The decision tree on each cluster refines the decision boundaries by learning the subgroups within the cluster. To obtain a final decision on classification, the decisions of the k-Means and ID3 methods are combined using two rules: 1) the Nearest-neighbor rule and 2) the Nearest-consensus rule. We perform experiments on three data sets: 1) Network Anomaly Data (NAD), 2) Duffing Equation Data (DED), and 3) Mechanical System Data (MSD), which contain measurements from three distinct application domains of computer networks, an electronic circuit implementing a forced Duffing Equation, and a mechanical system, respectively. Results show that the detection accuracy of the K-Means+ID3 method is as high as 96.24 percent at a false-positive-rate of 0.03 percent on NAD; the total accuracy is as high as 80.01 percent on MSD and 79.9 percent on DED.

Index Terms—Anomaly detection, classification, decision trees, k-Means clustering, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

1 INTRODUCTION

A normal anomaly detection systems (ADS) monitor the behavior of a system and flag significant deviations from the normal activity as anomalies. Recently, anomaly detection has been used for identifying attacks in computer networks [1], malicious activities in computer systems [2], [3], [4], fatigue-cracks in mechanical systems and anomalies in electronic circuits [5], and misuses in Web systems [6], [7]. A more recent class of ADS developed using machine learning techniques like artificial neural-networks [8], Kohonen’s self-organizing maps [9], fuzzy classifiers [10], symbolic dynamics [11], multivariate analysis [12], and others [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] have become popular because of their high detection accuracies at low false positive rates. However, the ADS related studies cited above have two drawbacks: 1) the majority of these works evaluate the performance of anomaly detection methods on the measurements drawn from one application domain, for example, on computer systems or networks or electronic circuits, thereby addressing the problem of anomaly detection on limited data instances collected from a single application domain, and 2) the studies build anomaly detection methods with single machine learning techniques like artificial neural-networks, pattern matching, etc., while recent advances in machine learning show that fusion [18], selection [19], and cascading [20] of multiple machine learning methods have a better performance yield over individual methods.

In this paper, we present a novel supervised anomaly detection method, called “K-Means+ID3,” developed by cascading two machine learning algorithms: 1) the K-Means clustering and 2) the ID3 decision tree learning. In the first stage, k-Means clustering is performed on training instances to obtain k disjoint clusters. Each k-Means cluster represents a region of similar instances, “similar” in terms of Euclidean distances between the instances and their cluster centroids. We choose k-Means clustering because: 1) it is a data-driven method with relatively few assumptions on the distributions of the underlying data and 2) the greedy search strategy of k-Means guarantees at least a local minimum of the criterion function, thereby accelerating the convergence of clusters on large data sets. In the second stage of K-Means+ID3, the k-Means method is cascaded with the ID3 decision tree learning by building an ID3 decision tree using the instances in each k-Means cluster. Cascading the k-Means clustering method with ID3 decision tree learning alleviates two problems in k-Means clustering: 1) the Forced Assignment problem and 2) the Class Dominance problem. The Forced Assignment problem arises when k parameter in k-Means is set to a value that is considerably less than the inherent number of natural groupings within the training data. The k-Means procedure initialized with a low k value underestimates the natural groups within the training data and, therefore, will not capture the overlapping groups within a cluster, forcing the instances from different groups to be a part of the same cluster. Such “forced assignments” in anomaly detection may increase the false positive rate or decrease the detection accuracy. As an example of forced
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assignment in an anomaly detection setting, consider an anomaly in a network traffic originating from a particular type of attack (say a “remote-to-user” attack) whose network traffic may be very similar to that of normal traffic. In this case, a low value of $k$ parameter may force the k-Means to assign attack instances to a normal cluster because the value of $k$ is insufficient to capture the inherent subgroup structure of the attack that differentiates it from the normal traffic, i.e., the distance (similarity) between the attack instance and the cluster representing a normal class is less than the distance between the attack instance and the cluster representing an anomaly class. The second problem, Class Dominance arises in a cluster when the training data have a large number of instances from one particular class and very few instances from the remaining classes. Such clusters, which are dominated by a single class, show weak association to the remaining classes. That is, when classifying an anomaly associated with a cluster dominated by normal instances or vice-versa, decisions based exclusively on the probabilistic likelihood of the instance being associated with the cluster are most likely to misclassify the instance. The Forced Assignment and Class Dominance problems cause instances from different classes, like the normal and anomaly classes in our case, to overlap within the same cluster. However, a decision tree trained on each cluster learns the subgrouping (if any) present within each cluster and refines the decision boundaries within the clusters dominated by a single class by partitioning the instances with a set of if-then constraints over the feature space. Cascading the decisions from the k-Means and ID3 methods involves two phases: 1) the Candidate Selection phase, and 2) the Candidate Combination phase. In the Candidate Selection phase, $f$ clusters that are nearest in Euclidean distance between the cluster centroids and the test instance are selected. In the Candidate Combination phase, two rules are used—the Nearest-consensus rule and the Nearest-neighbor rule—to combine the decisions of the k-Means and the ID3 algorithms to obtain a final classification decision over a test instance.

We perform experiments on three data sets: 1) the Network Anomaly Data, which is feature extracted from the 1998, 1999, and 2000 MIT-DARPA network traffic [21], [22], [23] using an artificial neural network based nonlinear component analysis method presented in [24], 2) the Duffing Equation Data [5], containing measurements from an active electronic circuit implementing a forced Duffing equation, and 3) the Mechanical Systems Data [25], containing measurements drawn from a mechanical apparatus that excites a mass-beam structure for generating small fatigue cracks. The three data sets contain representative anomalous and normal behavioral patterns from three distinct domains of computer networks, an active electronic circuit system, and a mechanical mass-beam system. Performance evaluation of the K-Means+ID3 cascading approach is conducted using six measures:

1. detection accuracy or true positive rate (TPR),
2. false positive rate (FPR),
3. precision,
4. total accuracy (or accuracy),
5. F-measure, and
6. receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and areas under ROC curves (AUCs).

The performance of K-Means+ID3 is empirically compared with the performance of individual k-Means clustering and the ID3 decision tree classification algorithms.

1.1 Contributions of the Paper
The contributions of the paper are enumerated as follows:

- The paper presents a novel method to cascade the k-Means clustering and ID3 decision tree learning methods for mitigating the Forced Assignment and Class Dominance problems of the k-Means method for classifying data originating from normal and anomalous behaviors in a computer network, an active electronic circuit, and a mechanical mass-beam system.
- The paper evaluates the performance of K-Means +ID3 classifier, and compares it with the individual k-Means clustering and ID3 decision tree methods using six performance measures.
- The paper presents a novel method for cascading two successful data partition methods for improving classification performance. From an anomaly detection perspective, the paper presents a high performance anomaly detection system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly discuss the k-Means and ID3 decision tree learning-based anomaly detection methods. In Section 3, we present the K-Means+ID3 method for anomaly detection. In Section 4, we discuss the experimental datasets. In Section 5, we discuss the results. We conclude our work and give future directions in Section 6.

2 ANOMALY DETECTION WITH K-MEANS CLUSTERING AND ID3 DECISION TREE LEARNING METHODS
In this section, we briefly discuss the k-Means [26] clustering and the ID3 decision tree classification [27] methods for supervised anomaly detection.

2.1 Anomaly Detection with k-Means Clustering
The k-Means algorithm groups $N$ data points into $k$ disjoint clusters, where $k$ is a predefined parameter. The steps in the k-Means clustering-based anomaly detection method are as follows:

1. Select $k$ random instances from the training data subset as the centroids of the clusters $C_1, C_2, \ldots C_k$.
2. For each training instance $X$:
   a. Compute the Euclidean distance
      $$D(C_i, X), i = 1 \ldots k.$$ Find cluster $C_q$ that is closest to $X$.
   b. Assign $X$ to $C_q$. Update the centroid of $C_q$. (The centroid of a cluster is the arithmetic mean of the instances in the cluster.)
3. Repeat Step 2 until the centroids of clusters $C_1, C_2, \ldots C_k$ stabilize in terms of mean-squared-error criterion.
4. For each test instance $Z$:
   a. Compute the Euclidean distance $D(C_i, Z), i = 1 \ldots k$. Find cluster $C_r$ that is closest to $Z$.
   b. Classify $Z$ as an anomaly or a normal instance using either the Threshold rule or the Bayes...
Decision rule. The Threshold rule for classifying a test instance \( Z \) that belongs to cluster \( C_r \) is:

\[
\text{Assign } Z \rightarrow 1 \quad \text{if } P(\omega_{1r} \mid Z \in C_r) > \tau; \\
\text{Otherwise } Z \rightarrow 0,
\]

where “0” and “1” represent normal and anomaly classes, \( \omega_{1r} \) represents the anomaly class in cluster \( C_r \), \( P(\omega_{1r} \mid Z \in C_r) \) represents the probability of anomaly instances in \( C_r \), and \( \tau \) is a predefined threshold. In our experiments, the threshold is set to 0.5 so that a test instance is classified as an anomaly only if it belongs to a cluster that has anomaly instances in majority.

The Bayes Decision rule is:

\[
\text{Assign } Z \rightarrow 1 \quad \text{if } P(\omega_{1r} \mid Z \in C_r) > P(\omega_{0r} \mid Z \in C_r); \quad \text{Otherwise } Z \rightarrow 0,
\]

where \( \omega_{0r} \) represents the normal class in cluster \( C_r \) and \( P(\omega_{0r} \mid Z \in C_r) \) is the probability of normal instances in cluster \( C_r \).

2.2 Anomaly Detection with ID3 Decision Trees

The ID3 decision tree learning algorithm computes the Information Gain \( G \) on each attribute \( A \), defined as:

\[
G(S, A) = \text{Entropy}(S) - \sum_{v \in \text{Values}(A)} \frac{|S_v|}{|S|} \text{Entropy}(S_v),
\]

where \( S \) is the total input space and \( S_v \) is the subset of \( S \) for which attribute \( A \) has a value \( v \). The \( \text{Entropy}(S) \) over \( c \) classes is given by \( \sum_{i=1}^{c} -p_i \log_2(p_i) \), where \( p_i \) represents the probability of class “i.” The attribute with the highest information gain, say \( B \), is chosen as the root node of the tree. Next, a new decision tree is recursively constructed over each value of \( B \) using the training subspace \( S - \{S_B\} \).

A leaf-node or a decision-node is formed when all the instances within the available training subspace are from the same class. For detecting anomalies, the ID3 decision tree outputs binary classification decision of “0” to indicate normal and “1” to indicate anomaly class assignments to test instances.

3 K-Means+ID3 Method for Anomaly Detection

We are provided with a training data set \((X_i, Y_i)\), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \), where \( X_i \) represents an \( n \)-dimensional continuous valued vector and \( Y_i \in \{0,1\} \) represents the corresponding class label with “0” for normal and “1” for anomaly. The K-Means+ID3 method has two steps: 1) training and 2) testing. During training, steps 1-3 of the k-Means-based anomaly detection method are first applied to partition the training space into \( k \) disjoint clusters \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k \). Then, an ID3 decision tree is trained with the instances in each k-Means cluster. The k-Means method ensures that each training instance is associated with only one cluster. However, if there are any subgroups or overlaps within a cluster, the ID3 decision tree trained on that cluster refines the decision boundaries by partitioning the instances with a set of if-then rules over the feature space.

The testing step of the K-Means+ID3 has two phases: 1) the Candidate Selection phase and 2) the Candidate Combination phase. In Candidate Selection, decisions from k-Means and ID3-based anomaly detection methods are extracted. In Candidate Combination, the decisions of the k-Means and ID3 decision tree methods are combined to give a final decision on the class membership of a test instance. For combining the k-Means and ID3 decision tree methods, we present two combination rules: 1) the Nearest-neighbor rule and 2) the Nearest-consensus rule. A detailed explanation of the two phases follows.

3.1 The Candidate Selection Phase

Fig. 1 presents the procedure for the Candidate Selection. Let \( DT_1, DT_2, \ldots, DT_k \) be the ID3 decision trees on clusters \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k \) formed by applying the k-Means method on the training instances. Let \( r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k \) be the centroids of \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k \), respectively. Given a test instance \( Z_i \), the Candidate Selection procedure extracts anomaly scores from \( f \) candidate clusters \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_l \). The “f candidate clusters” are \( f \) clusters in \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k \) that are nearest to \( Z_i \) in terms of the Euclidean distance between \( Z_i \) and the cluster centroids. Here, \( f \) is a user-defined parameter.

Fig. 2 illustrates the extraction of anomaly scores from k-Means clustering and ID3 decision tree learning methods for \( f \) candidate clusters. Let \( m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_f \) represent the centroids of candidate clusters \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_f \). Let \( D(Z_i, m_1) = d_1 \), \( D(Z_i, m_2) = d_2 \), and \( D(Z_i, m_f) = d_f \), represent the Euclidean distances between the test vector \( Z_i \) and the \( f \) candidate clusters. The k-Means anomaly scores \( P_s \), \( s = 1, \ldots, f \), for each of the \( f \) candidate clusters is given by

\[
P_s = P(\omega_{1s}) \times \left[ 1 - \frac{d_s}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} D(Z_i, r_i)} \right], \quad (1)
\]

where \( P(\omega_{1s}) \) is the probability of anomaly instances in cluster “s.” In (1), the term

\[
\hat{P}_s = \frac{d_s}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} D(Z_i, r_i)}
\]

is called the Scaling Factor (SF). The SF scales \( P(\omega_{1s}) \) by weighing it against the ratio of the Euclidean distance between the cluster \( s \) and \( Z_i \) and the sum of Euclidean distances between \( Z_i \) and the clusters \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k \). The SF penalizes the probability of anomaly \( P(\omega_{1s}) \) in cluster \( s \) with its distance from the test vector \( Z_i \), i.e., a high value of \( d_s \) yields a low \( P_s \) value and vice versa. The decisions from the
ID3 decision trees associated with the \( f \) candidate clusters are either “0” representing normal or “1” representing an anomaly classes. The Candidate Selection phase outputs an anomaly score matrix with the decisions extracted from the \( k \)-Means and ID3 anomaly detection methods for a given test vector. The decisions stored in the anomaly score matrix are combined in the Candidate Combination phase to yield a final decision on the test vector. A detailed description of the Candidate Combination follows.

### 3.2 The Candidate Combination Phase

The input to the Candidate Combination phase is the anomaly score matrix containing the anomaly scores \( P_s \), \( s = 1, \ldots, f \), of the \( k \)-Means and the decisions of the \( k \)-Means-based anomaly detection methods over \( f \) candidate clusters. To combine the decisions of the \( k \)-Means and ID3 algorithms, we first harden the anomaly scores of the \( k \)-Means method by using the Threshold Rule presented in Section 2.1. Next, we use two rules: 1) the Nearest-consensus rule and 2) the Nearest-neighbor rule to combine the decisions.

#### 3.2.1 Nearest-Consensus Rule

Fig. 3 shows an example of an anomaly score matrix for the test vector \( Z \). The \( f \) candidate clusters \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_f \) are ordered in the anomaly score matrix such that the distances \( d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_f \) between \( Z \) and the candidate clusters \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_f \), respectively, satisfy \( d_1 < d_2 < \ldots < d_f \). In the Nearest-consensus rule, the decision of the nearest candidate cluster in which there is consensus between the decisions of the \( k \)-Means and the ID3 decision tree methods is selected as the combined classification decision. For example, in the anomaly score matrix shown in Fig. 3, the nearest consensus occurs in candidate cluster \( G_2 \) and, therefore, the test vector is classified as “1,” i.e., an anomaly.

#### 3.2.2 Nearest-Neighbor Rule

The Nearest-neighbor rule chooses the decision of the ID3 decision tree that is associated with the nearest candidate cluster within the \( f \) candidate clusters. In the anomaly score matrix shown in Fig. 3, \( G_1 \) is the nearest candidate cluster to the test vector \( Z \). Therefore, the nearest-neighbor rule classifies the test vector as “0” (normal), which is the decision of the ID3 decision tree associated with candidate cluster \( G_1 \).

### 4 DATA SETS

In this section, we discuss three experimental data sets: 1) Network Anomaly Data (NAD), 2) Duffing Equation Data (DED), and 3) Mechanical Systems Data (MSD). The NAD contains three data subsets: 1) NAD-98, 2) NAD-99, and 3) NAD-00, obtained by feature-extracting the 1998, 1999, and 2000 MIT-DARPA network traffic corpora [21]. The DED data set was obtained from an active nonlinear electronic circuit implementing a second-order forced Duffing equation [5]. The MSD data set [25] was obtained from an apparatus designed to induce small fatigue cracks in ductile alloy (mass-beam) structures.

Table 1 summarizes the proportion of normal and anomaly instances, and the number of dimensions in the three data sets. The training and testing data subsets were randomly drawn from the original NAD, DED, and MSD data sets. The number of instances in all the training data subsets was restricted to utmost 5,000 instances, with 70 percent of them being normal and the rest being anomaly instances. The testing data sets contain utmost 2,500 unseen (i.e., those that are not included in training data subsets) instances, with 80 percent of them being normal and the
remaining 20 percent being anomaly instances. The ratio of training data sets to the testing data sets is 65 percent to 35 percent except for the NAD-2000 and DED data sets. The NAD-2000 and DED data sets contain comparatively less number of training and testing instances because of the limited number of normal instances available in DED and the limited number of anomaly instances available in NAD-2000. Therefore, the training to testing data set ratio for DED is 60 percent to 40 percent and for the NAD-2000 is 50 percent to 50 percent. A brief description of each data set follows.

### 4.1 Network Anomaly Data

The NAD-98, NAD-99, and NAD-00 data subsets contain artificial neural network-based nonlinear component analysis (NLCA) feature-extracted 1998, 1999, and 2000 MIT-DARPA network traffic [24], respectively. The 1998 MIT-DARPA data sets [21] were collected on an evaluation test bed simulating network traffic similar to that seen between an Air Force base (INSIDE network) and the Internet (OUTSIDE network). Thirty-eight different attacks (documented in [22]) were launched from the OUTSIDE network. Approximately seven weeks of training data and two weeks of test data were collected by a sniffer deployed between the INSIDE and OUTSIDE network. List files provide attack labels for the seven-week training data. However, the list files associated with the test data do not contain attack labels. For this reason, we use only the seven-week training data for both training and testing purposes. The 1999 MIT-DARPA data sets [23] were generated on a test bed similar to that used for 1998 MIT-DARPA data sets. Twenty-nine additional attacks (documented in [23]) were developed. The data sets contain approximately three weeks of training data (with two weeks of data exclusively containing normal traffic) and two weeks of test data. In our experiments, we use the tcpdumps collected by the sniffer in the INSIDE network on weeks 1, 3, 4, and 5. The tcpdumps from Week-2 were excluded because the list files associated with data sets were not available. The 2000 MIT-DARPA data sets [23] are attack-scenario specific data sets. The data sets contain three attack scenarios simulated with the background traffic being similar to those in 1999 MIT-DARPA data sets. The first data set, LLS DDOS 1.0, simulates a 3.5 hour attack scenario in which a novice attacker launches a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack against a naive adversary. The second data set, LLS DDOS 2.0.2, is a two-hour stealthy DDoS attack scenario. The third data set, Windows NT Attack, is a nine-hour data set containing five phased Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack on Windows NT hosts.
4.2 Duffing Equation Data

This section describes the preparation of Duffing Equation Data set (DED). Chin et al. [5] use an active nonlinear electronic circuit to generate the data. The circuit implements a second-order, nonautonomous, forced Duffing equation represented as:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 x(t)}{\partial t^2} + \beta(t_s) \frac{\partial x(t)}{\partial t} + x(t) + x^3(t) = A \cos \omega t.
\] (2)

The dissipation parameter \(\beta(t_s)\), implemented as resistance in the circuit, varies in the slow-time scale \(t_s\) and is constant in the fast time-scale \(t\) at which the dynamical system is excited. Although the system dynamics is represented by a low order differential equation, it exhibits chaotic behavior that is sufficiently complex from thermodynamic perspectives and is adequate for illustration of the anomaly detection concept. The goal is to detect the changes in \(\beta(t_s)\), which are associated with an anomaly. Setting the stimulus with amplitude \(A = 5.5\) and \(\omega = 5.0\) rad/sec, the stationary behavior of the system response for this input stimulus is obtained for several values of \(\beta\) in the range of 0.10 to 0.35. In all our experiments with DED, we have considered the data sets with \(\beta = 0.1, \beta = 0.32, \beta = 0.33, \beta = 0.34, \) and \(\beta = 0.35\) to randomly select 1,790 instances for preparing the training data subsets and 1,075 unseen random instances for preparing the test data subset.

4.3 Mechanical System Data

This section discusses the preparation of Mechanical System Data (MSD). Khatkhate et al. [25] present the test apparatus to generate the MSD. The test apparatus has two subsystems: 1) the plant subsystem consisting of the mechanical structure including test specimens (i.e., the mass-beams that undergo fatigue crack damage), electro-magnetic shakers, and displacement measuring sensors; and 2) the instrumentation and control subsystem consisting of the hardware and software components related to data acquisition and processing. The mechanical structure of the test apparatus is persistently excited near resonance to induce a stress level that causes fatigue cracks in the mass-beam specimens and yields an average life of approximately 20,000 cycles or 36 minutes. The mass-beams attain stationary behavior in the fast-time scale of machine vibrations when persistently excited in the vicinity of its resonant frequency. Fatigue cracks occur at a slow time scale that is slow relative to the fast time scale dynamics of the vibratory motion. The goal here is to detect the slowly
evolving anomaly, possibly due to fatigue cracks, by observing the time series data from displacement measuring sensors. There is a total of 36 minutes of data. The first two minutes of data is considered to be transient (normal) and the rest from 3 to 36 minutes of data is considered as steady state asymptotic behavior (anomaly). In all our experiments with MSD, we use the data recorded during the first, 33rd, 34th, 35th, and the 36th minute to randomly select 5,000 instances for preparing the training data subsets and 2,500 unseen random instances for preparing the test data subset.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of the K-Means+ID3 method with the Nearest-neighbor and Nearest-consensus combination rules and compare it with the individual k-Means and ID3 decision tree methods over the NAD, DED, and MSD data sets. We use six measures for comparing the performance:

1. TPR or recall is the percentage of anomaly instances correctly detected,
2. FPR is the percentage of normal instances incorrectly classified as anomaly,
3. “precision” is the percentage of correctly detected anomaly instances over all the detected anomaly instances,
4. “total accuracy” or “accuracy” is the percentage of all normal and anomaly instances that are correctly classified,
5. the “F-measure” is the equally-weighted (harmonic) mean of precision and recall, and
6. the ROCs [27] and AUCs [28] give the performance of an anomaly detection system with FPR on the x-axis and TPR on the y-axis.

The performance measures precision, recall, and F-measure determine how the K-Means+ID3, the k-Means, and the ID3 methods perform in identifying anomaly instances. The performance measure “accuracy” determines the number of normal and anomaly instances correctly classified by the anomaly detection methods. The measures FPR and AUC determine the number of false positives that the anomaly detection systems generate at specific detection accuracies. The results of our experiments on the NAD, DED, and MSD follow.

5.1 Results on the NAD-1998 Data Set

Here, we present the results of the k-Means and ID3 decision tree-based anomaly detection methods and the K-Means+ID3 method over the NAD-1998 data sets.

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of the k-Means, the ID3, and the K-Means+ID3 methods averaged over 10 trials for k-means and K-means+ID3. For the NAD-1998 data sets, the \( k \) value of the k-Means method was set to 20. For the ID3, the training space was discretized into 45 equal-width intervals. For the K-Means+ID3 cascading method the \( k \) was set to 20 and the data was discretized into 45 equal-width intervals. The choice of \( k \) value used in our experiments was based on 10 trial experiments conducted with \( k \) set to 5, 10, 15, and 20. The performance of the k-Means-based anomaly detection did not show any significant improvement when \( k \) value was set to a value greater than 20. Similarly, the choice of the number of equal-width intervals for discretization was based on 19 experiments conducted with...
different discretization values (e.g., 10, 15, ..., 100). Fig. 4 shows that: 1) the K-Means+ID3 cascading method based on Nearest-neighbor (NN) combination rules has better performance than the k-means and ID3 in terms of TPR, FPR, Precision, and Accuracy, 2) the TPR, FPR, Precision, Accuracy, and F-measure of the K-Means+ID3 cascading with NC combination is in-between the k-means and the ID3, and 3) the K-Means+ID3 with NN combination outperforms the k-means and ID3 algorithms in terms of F-measure, obtained from combining precision and recall.

Fig. 5 shows the ROC curves and AUC values for the k-means, ID3, and K-Means+ID3 methods. The ROC curves for the K-Means+ID3 and the k-means algorithms were plotted for the trials with the AUC values that are closest to the mean TPR values shown in Fig. 4. The ROC for K-Means+ID3 cascading algorithm with NN combination rule shows that the best TPR is achieved at 0.76 with an FPR as low as 0.05.

5.2 Results on the NAD-1999 Data Set

Fig. 6 illustrates the performance of the k-means, the ID3, and the K-Means+ID3 methods averaged over 10 trials for k-means and K-Means+ID3. For the NAD-1999 data sets, the $k$ value of individual k-Means was set to 5. For the ID3 algorithm, the training space was discretized into 25 equal-width intervals. For the K-Means+ID3 cascading, the value of $k$ was set to 5 and the data was discretized into 25 equal-width intervals. Fig. 6 shows that: 1) the K-Means+ID3 cascading with NC combination has better performance than the k-means and ID3 in terms of TPR, and 2) precision, accuracy, and F-measure of the K-Means+ID3 with NN combination is higher than the k-means and ID3.

Fig. 7 shows the ROC curves and AUC values of the k-means, ID3 and K-Means+ID3 methods over NAD-1999. The ROC curves for K-Means+ID3 and k-Means method were plotted for the trial with the AUC values closest to the mean TPR values shown in Fig. 6. The K-Means+ID3 cascading with NN and NC combination has the same AUC performance as compared to k-means and ID3 methods.

5.3 Results on the NAD-2000 Data Set

Fig. 8 illustrates the performance of the k-means, the ID3, and the K-Means+ID3 methods averaged over 10 trials for k-means and K-Means+ID3. For the NAD-2000 data sets, the $k$ value of the k-means was set to 10. For the ID3 algorithm, the training space was discretized into 15 equal-width intervals. For the K-Means+ID3 cascading algorithm, we set the value of $k$ to 10 and discretized the data into 15 equal-width intervals. Fig. 8 shows that: 1) the K-Means+ID3 cascading with NN combination has better performance than the k-means and ID3 in terms of FPR and Precision, 2) the TPR of the K-Means+ID3 cascading is less than the k-Means and ID3 methods, and 3) the accuracy of the K-Means+ID3 is similar to the k-means and ID3 methods.

Fig. 9 shows the ROC curves and AUC values of the k-means, ID3, and K-Means+ID3 methods over NAD-2000. The ROC curves for K-Means+ID3 and k-Means method were plotted for the trial with the AUC value that is closest to the mean TPR values in Fig. 8. The ROC curves for the k-means and ID3 methods show better performance than the K-Means+ID3 cascading algorithm over the NAD-2000 data sets.
5.4 Results on the DED Data Set
Fig. 10 illustrates the performance of the k-Means, the ID3, and the K-Means+ID3 methods averaged over 10 trials for k-Means and K-Means+ID3. For the DED data sets, the $k$ value for the k-Means was set to five clusters. For the ID3, the training space was discretized into 45 equal-width intervals. For the K-Means+ID3 method, we set the value of $k$ to 5 and discretized the data into 45 equal-width intervals. Fig. 10 shows that: 1) the K-Means+ID3 cascading with NC and NN combination has better performance than the k-Means in terms of FPR, precision, and accuracy, 2) the F-measure of the K-Means+ID3 cascading is in-between the k-Means and the ID3, and 3) the TPR of the k-Means+ID3 is less than the k-Means and ID3 methods.

Fig. 11 shows the ROC curves and AUC values of the k-Means, ID3 and K-Means+ID3 methods over DED. The ROC curves for K-Means+ID3 and k-Means algorithm were plotted for the trial with the AUC value that is closest to the mean TPR values shown in Fig. 10. The ROC curve for the K-Means+ID3 cascading with NC and NN combinations is in-between the k-Means and the ID3 methods over the DED test data sets.

5.5 Results on the MSD Data Set
Fig. 12 illustrates the performance of the k-Means, the ID3, and the K-Means+ID3 algorithms averaged over 10 trials for k-Means and K-Means+ID3. For the MSD data sets, the $k$ value of the k-Means was set to 5. For the ID3 method, the training space was discretized into 65 equal-width intervals. For the K-Means+ID3 method, we set the value of $k$ to 5 and discretize the data into 65 equal-width intervals. Fig. 12 shows that: 1) K-Means+ID3 with NC combination has better performance than the k-Means in terms of FPR, precision, and F-measure, and 2) the precision, accuracy, and the F-measure of the K-Means+ID3 with NC combination is higher than the k-Means method.

Fig. 13 shows the ROC curves and AUCs of the k-Means, ID3, and K-Means+ID3 methods over the MSD test data set.

Fig. 13. ROC Curves and AUCs of k-Means, ID3, and K-Means+ID3 methods over the MSD test data set.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we developed the K-Means+ID3 pattern recognition method for anomaly detection. The K-Means+ID3 method is based on cascading two well-known machine learning methods: 1) the k-Means and 2) the ID3 decision trees. The k-Means method is first applied to partition the training instances into $k$ disjoint clusters. The ID3 decision tree built on each cluster learns the subgroups within the cluster and partitions the decision space into finer classification regions; thereby improving the overall classification performance. We compare our cascading method with the individual k-Means and ID3 methods in terms of the overall classification performance defined over six different performance measures. Results on the NAD, DED, and MSD data sets show that:

1. the K-Means+ID3 method outperforms the individual k-Means and the ID3 in terms of all the six performance measures over the NAD-1998 data sets,
2. the K-Means+ID3 method has a very high detection accuracy (99.12 percent) and AUC performance (0.96) over the NAD-1999 data sets,
3. the K-Means+ID3 method shows better FPR and precision performance as compared to the k-Means and ID3 over the NAD-2000,
4. the FPR, Precision, and the F-measure of the K-Means+ID3 is higher than the k-Means method and lower than the ID3 methods over the NAD, and
5. the K-Means+ID3 method has the highest Precision and F-measure values over the MSD.

Future directions in this research include: 1) developing theoretical error bounds for the K-Means+ID3 method, and 2) comparing the performance of K-Means+ID3 with cascading classifiers developed using different clustering methods like hierarchical clustering, adaptive resonance...
(ART) neural networks, and Kohonen’s self-organizing maps and decision trees like C4.5 and Classification and Regression Trees (CART).
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